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Introduction:
History and Purpose of
Service Site
● Three Square’s history comes from the
unfortunate reality that there are thousands
of people in Southern Nevada who struggle
with hunger- over 279,000 individuals.
● With the plummeting economy, it had to
close and that’s when its founder, Eric
Hilton had a research study done showing
that there was still a great need for a food
bank.
● The Service Site Overall aims to address the
issue of World Hunger but may also tie into
Poverty since in many cases, hunger can
directly originate from Poverty.
● Three Square not only tries to help the
homeless in the state of Nevada but also
aims to help those with Food Inequadacy.

Service Site
Approach to Issue
● Three Square has a very direct
approach to being able to address this
Social Issue and that is being able to
pack food everyday to be distributed to
individuals all over Southern Nevada.
● They pack about 16,000 lunches daily
with the help of volunteers.
● Three Square tries to reach out in
partnership to many other organizations
all over the county in order to expand
their service all over Southern Nevada.

http://www.healthysouthernnevada.org/in
dicators/index/view?indicatorId=2107&lo
caleId=1800
https://www.threesquare.org/learnabout-hunger/research
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Social Issue
Research
What is Food Insecurity?
“Hunger refers to a personal, physical sensation of discomfort,
while food insecurity refers to a lack of available financial
resources for food at the level of the household.”
- Hunger and Health

How can we reduce food insecurity for an Ideal
State?
• Improve the economy. Even with low unemployment, there is
hunger. We also need to help people transition out of poverty.
• Increase the number of meals Three Square distributes.
• Increase partnerships to maximize output of federal nutrition
programs

Current State:
Currently 12.8% of the
population in Southern Nevada
has Food Insecurity that has
been decreasing from 17.4% in
2011. Sure this seems like a low
number but it still doesn’t
change the fact that people in
Southern Nevada are starving.
The efforts right now are
exceptional but they need to be
maintained and improved to
decrease the 12.8%.

Service Learning
Experience & Making a
Difference
My View:
I think that Three Square is an organization that
truly aims to help the people of Southern Nevada. I
believe that the work and the change that the people
in this organization is just tremendous. They reach
out to various organizations all over the county to be
able to distribute the to as many people as they can.

Differences I made?
For me, I think that this is a very foolish question to
ask about a service site. I have a strong belief that by
asking his question, in a way, by asking this
question we are sort of taking this organization for
granted. I think that Three Square is not an
organization that needs to be changed, rather it is
something that needs to be maintained. I believe that
this organization is doing what is necessary to help
the people of Southern Nevada and it needs more
support rather than change.

Expectations and What I
Learned
Coming into this service site, I had many
expectations and not many of them were positive.
Working for 3 hours straight without being paid
doesnt seem too appealing does it? And coming into
the first event I had thought I would not enjoy this
experience. By meeting all sorts of new people, I
had found the event to be enjoyable. I found that
meeting new people, the work wasn’t so much work
but more of an interacting experience with other
people.

